Transport and Packaging
Your Audiometric equipment is valuable, so please take note of the following
hints and tips that can assist to prevent damage in transit.

Equipment:


Include allocated attachments. For example, each headset or bone
conductor is calibrated to a specific audiometer.



Disconnect all attachments. Leaving attachments connected may lead to
expensive damage. (see image below)



Package items securely but not tight. It's a good idea to package each
item individually with bubble wrap. Do not wind cables tightly around the
headset or power pack.



Include the power cable. We can carry out a 'Test and Tag' at the time of
calibration.

Contact Precision Acoustics for a range of specialized carry bags.

The below images show the power of packaging.
The audiometer received in the box covered in wet concrete was completely undamaged.
Inside the box was adequate cushioning and the unit was sealed in a bubble wrap bag.

The boxes with red dirt and dust highlight the importance of correctly sealing the entire
box with good quality tape.

The picture of 'ideal packaging' is the arrival of a new unit from the factory. A box carefully
packaged within a box.

A little money spent on good packaging will go a long way.

Clearly address items to:
OFFICE ADDRESS:
Precision Acoustics
Unit 4, 29 Enterprise Cres
Malaga WA 6090
Ph (08) 9249 2907
POSTAL ADDRESS:
Precision Acoustics
PO Box 2520
Malaga WA 6944
Return items will be sent via general freight and charges will be passed on to you. If you have a
preferred freight carrier please email us the details.

Need to transport a HEARING BOOTH?
Contact Precision Acoustics
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